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MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, from John Marwick ...
1-5 M
It‘s 3 am in Montevideo and I came to check out this interesting city, watch their
annual festival (―Llamadas‖ – the local version of Rio‘s carnival), and (of course)
dance a bit more tango (that‘s why it‘s 3 am). And I have just got an email asking me
to write some thoughts about this year‘s Bard in the Yard from afar (warning – my
thoughts may be a little less than coherent).
This is the 15th year that the Troupe has presented Shakespeare in one form or
another – and the second time we have done Much Ado. What a wonderful play! I
directed our first production (the first time without scripts in hand) and I even
managed to squeeze in a little tango sequence.
This year I know that Manny was going to focus on Shakespeare‘s words and
language! We have been away since mid-December so have had no chance to learn
how it‘s going or what form it is taking. But I‘m keen as mustard to hear and see the
results. The Bard takes all shapes and sizes and it has been my experience that
trusting in his words rarely fails.

My advice – don‘t miss it!‖

NEXT PRODUCTION
Much Ado About
Nothing,
directed by
Manny Garcia.
Runs from 7.30pm Tuesday 1
March to Saturday 5th March
2011 at the Muritai School
Yard.
This is an outdoor
production, so dress warmly.
In hall if wet.
Tickets are available
from http://bctt.org.nz/
current-show/products-page/
or can be purchased for cash
from Rona Gallery or phone
0832-77790

Are you able to help please? Carol is on the lookout
for the following for Much Ado...
straw panama hats, black cumberbunds, smaller size
(eg sz 5, 6,7) men‘s black shoes, and wing-collar
shirts.
Donations preferred but loaned would be great too.
My supply of old blankets and cushions provided for
Bard theatre-goers on cooler nights has diminished
over time - so if you have any going spare in a springclean please forward on to me. (Rehearsals in the
hall every Tues and Thurs nights and Sunday
afternoons at the moment).
Cheers, Carol

A reminder that Membership subscriptions are now well overdue.
Note that lapsed members will no longer receive the benefits
Please post your renewals to Box 41-120 Eastbourne
Or pay on-line at —http://bctt.org.nz:80/about-the-troupe/membership/

The NZ Theatre Federation News and Workshops
The first is an all day workshop by Allan Henry, with themes of armed combat and domestic violence. Previous workshops have proven popular and received excellent feedback. Workshop to be held on Saturday 5 March 10am - 4pm,
cost (~$60 depending on venue) and venue TBA. Contact Sue at kotuku.media@xtra.co.nz to register your interest early
as places are limited.
Wellington District AGM Sunday 6 March 11am—Notice is given that the Annual General Meeting of the Wgt District
Theatre, Federation will take place on March 6 2011 at 112 Pope St Camborne, Mana at 11am. Sue and Ross Miller
will be our hosts. The meeting will be followed by a shared lunch and Sue would like to hear if you are coming so you can
be catered for. See her email address above. Salads or desserts are welcome.
The second workshop is to be held in conjunction with a NZTF Special General Meeting Saturday 2 April 10am Plus Acting and Directing Workshops 1 - 5pm in Wellington. Ewen Coleman, also judge for the 2011 Full Length Play Competition for the Festival of Community Theatre, will tutor the 4hr Directing 101 workshop which is suitable for current and
new directors alike. Costs and pre-registration must be confirmed Margaret Robertson, info@theatrenewzealand.co.nz.
The SGM will discuss a new draft constitution, updated by NZFT Life member, Frank Hartley. Wellington District is hosting the meeting at a yet to be confirmed venue.

Next Play Reading,
4th April, 7.30pm
@ The Lighthouse
(join in at 6.30pm for a
meal).
Our next play reading is Alan Bennett’s
adaptation of Kenneth Grahame’s book
“The Wind in the Willows” .
Sue Jones, who is hosting the evening,
says he’s a great playwright who makes
the ‘river bank and wild wood
creatures and the people of the wide
world’ come to life instantly, but she
suggests that we’ll be reading the
lyrics, not singing them!
Sue reports that the Independent on
Sunday states that the witty adaptation
is faithful to the events of Kenneth
Grahame’s book while also being
wonderfully
inventive
in
characterisation and dialogue.
We hope you can join us.

“The Importance of Being Earnest” by Oscar Wilde :
January’ s play reading @ The Lifeboat.
What better way to spend a mild Monday evening than sharing
in literary greatness with fellow thespians? The Lifeboat
provided fantastic ambiance once again (though there were
―no cucumbers to be had – not even for ready money!‖) and
Carol provided the scripts for The Importance of Being Earnest
by Oscar Wilde. Suffice to say there were many opportunities
for over-dramatisation as well as giggles, chuckles, guffaws
and the odd choke. Florence scooped the famous handbag
line and revelled in the delightfully indignant tones of Lady
Bracknell. Carol mixed and matched the roles with gender
switches and changes to add another layer of humour to the
already delectable script (and giving each person there chance
at a vocal caricature) .At the end of the night when the sun had
set, the tangles and twists of the plot had laid themselves out
straight and Earnest had gained appropriate ‗importance‘,
Carol let us keep the scripts as a wee souvenir! A delicious
memento too – ―one should always have something
sensational to read in the train.‖

Pygmalion reading proves to be a hit …

We had a very
enjoyable Monday night @ The Lifeboat in November, reading Pygmalion
(chosen by Manny Garcia and written by Bernard Shaw). There was plenty
of fun with Eliza and her dad's accent with humour both intended and
unintended. We ladies were very well mannered in our fight to read the
plum parts. As familiar as we all are with My Fair Lady it is to our credit
that we did not burst into song… or did we?
Such is the skill of Shaw that the dialogue is as fresh today as it was all
those years ago. I remember being taken to see a touring company
perform Pygmalion at the State Opera House when I was a small child.
Now I know why my Gran covered my ears at a certain point. Shocking!!!!
Florence McFarlane

Elspeth Harris
WHAT ELSE IS ON

Hutt Repertory Theatre Doubt by John Patrick Shanley
Mar 17-26
Kapiti Playhouse Steaming by Nell Dunn Mar 23 - April 2
Khandallah Arts Theatre A Month of Sundays by Bob Larbey
Apr 27-May 7
Mana Little Theatre Men at Arms by Terry Pratchett Apr 6-16
Porirua Little Theatre The Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum
Apr 13-30
Stagecraft Theatre That Face by Polly Stenham Apr 6-16
Wellington Repertory Theatre Music Hall March

People News — Bios
Introducing Emanuel Garcia
Manny grew up in Philadelphia where he was introduced to Shakespeare at the
age of 9 and began writing poetry and fiction during his teens. He acted and
directed while at Trinity College, Dublin in the mid 1970s and joined a
professional troupe in Philadelphia shortly thereafter, while simultaneously
pursuing choral and operatic singing.
Entering medical school at the University of Pennsylvania brought a hiatus to his
theatrical activities while he concentrated on psychiatry and psychoanalysis. His
practice focused on creative artists and for nearly a decade he served as a
consultant to the world-famous Curtis Institute of Music, where he helped to
inaugurate injury-prevention and performance-enhancement programmes and techniques.
He continued to write and publish and returned to the theatre with a production of a suite of poems
starring Irene Baird. He also began to hold Shakespeare workshops for students at the Masterman High
School. He has been involved in the productions of Eugene O'Neill, Gilbert and Sullivan, Mayakovsky,
Shakespeare and a number of contemporary playwrights from the East Coast.
More recently he has published two novellas (both of which are available at Rona Bookstore) exploring
Shakespeare and musical performance, and he is currently working on an original work entitled "The
Charterhouse of the Musketeer." Here in Wellington he has given talks to the New Zealand Symphony
Orchestra and the New Zealand School of Music. He wishes someday to direct a production of one of
Ibsen's late plays and he is considering a return to the stage as actor if the appropriate role beckons.

Introducing Rachel Dickinson
Hello there! My name is Rachel but everyone in the troupe knows me as Ray. I joined BCTT in 2007 just a
few months after moving to New Zealand from the UK. I spent my first production creating a 50's themed
playlist for Florence's quirky version of a Midsummer Nights Dream. I had a blast during the production
and made some amazing friends, so of course I was up for more! I always loved being involved in theatre
productions at school, at which time I was usually hiding behind my drumkit or xylophone in the
orchestra.
Here at BCTT I am given the opportunity to regularly flex some creative muscle and have written original
scores for a few of our productions, starting with Six Characters in Search of an Author (still my favourite
play) for which I wrote a main theme and some soundscape beds. My biggest project thus far has been
Macbeth, for which Peter Baldock allowed me to create a complete score from start to finish. I wrote
hours of soundscapes, beds and musical themes to accompany the sombre mood, but in the end it was
the simple 2 minute drone for One Flesh that won me an Antoinette at this years theatre awards. AT
LONG LAST...GLORY IS MINE! :)
Outside of the theatre I jump between freelance composer (I am currently writing the sound and music
for a video game) and Team Leader of an environmental volunteer program; a program run through the
Global Volunteer Network, with whom I also work as multimedia consultant, making videos for
fundraisers and campaigns. I love my jobs and I love trying new things. At the time of writing my main
extra curricular activities involved training, either for rock climbing or parcour/free running.
However if I'm not there or working, you'll likely find me at the cinema or at home playing video games,
hugging my cats and snacking on vegan food; for tis true...I am vegan. Or I might be travelling; with a
sister who lives in Tokyo, a boyfriend and countless friends in the US and beyond...I do get about a bit!
I love working with the Troupe; they are a group of unique individuals each with great talent in their area
of expertise and a passion that allows for an incredibly high standard of shows. I look forward to working
with the troupe for years to come and hope they continue to challenge me with original composition and
sound creation projects. No matter how busy I am, I always manage to get that sound done :)

REQUESTED BY POPULAR DEMAND FROM THE BCTT BBQ
FRUIT CAKE RECIPE FROM SHELLY SEAY
Easiest Fruit Cake in the World from my Mum
In a saucepan boil for two minutes (watching very carefully that it doesn’t catch) : ½ block of butter
1 can of condensed milk (I use lite)
1 cup (or can) water
500gms of mixed fruit (Tasti works well)
Cool ! (very important)
Grease and paper cake tin
Add: a generous cup of self raising flour
1 tsp or more mixed spice
Bit of extra nutmeg or cinnamon depending on taste.
Mix, put in cake tin and bake about 30 – 40 minutes on medium until done. This is a soft cake so can
do the “clean knife blade” test or “prod and bounce back” test. It’s a bit of guess work here. Leave in
tin until totally cool. Serve with love.

There may be a few members that don’t know about this. NT Live is a
broadcast into cinemas worldwide of a live performance of a UK National
Theatre production. They are absolutely superb and are shown at the Lighthouse Petone. This is drama at its very best. We’ve seen Alan Bennett’s
latest play “The Habit of Art” with Richard Griffiths & Frances De La Tour.
Also the very funny “London Assurance” by Dion Boucicault with Simon Russell Beale, Fiona Shaw (a superb Lady Gay
Spanker) with Richard Briers as her ‘almost’ cuckold husband. The latest we saw was the NT “Hamlet” with Rory Kinnear. Now I’ve seen a few Hamlets, even been Hamlet, but this was unbelievably well done. Long (but didn’t seem so),
because they didn’t gabble the words and you could see the characters thinking, but I think for the 1 st time I understood it all. You can find details of the current season at:
http://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/52900/productions/national-theatre-live-season.html
The next one is Derek Jacobi in “King Lear”. It’s on Thurs 24 Feb 10 a.m, Sun 27 Feb 6:45pm and Thurs 3 rd March 10
a.m. I’d urge you to see it. Since it overlaps with our “Much Ado About Nothing” production you could have a good
Shakespeare week of it.
I don’t have the Lighthouse dates yet, but the rest of the
season is below. The dates are when they are recorded at
NT. The Lighthouse dates will be a few days afterward.

Oh and while we’re on films, “The Kings Speech” is wonderful. One of the few films I’ve seen that I’ve come out saying
“I want to see that again”.
Barry
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